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Abstract

Empirical channel modeling is necessary for the deployment of the fifth-generation (5G) millimeter-wave (mmWave) cellular

system in actual environments. In this paper, cluster-based analyses of mmWave channel characteristics in two typical dense

urban environments are performed. First, radio propagation measurement campaigns are conducted at two primary 5G bands

of 28 GHz and 39 GHz in a central business district and a dense residential area. The custom-designed channel sounder supports

high-efficiency directional scanning sounding, which helps to collect sufficient data for statistical channel modeling. Next, using

an improved autoclustering algorithm, multipath clusters and their scattering sources are identified. Mapping results show that

multiple reflections from exterior walls and diffraction over building corners or rooftops enhance the coverage for non-line-of-

sight (NLoS) links and the influences of these propagation mechanisms are intuitively embodied as changes in the topologies of

deployment environments. Finally, an appropriate measure for cluster-level channel characteristics is provided including cluster

number, Ricean K-factor, root mean squared (RMS) delay spread, RMS angular spread, and their correlations. Comparisons

of these parameters across two mmWave bands are also given. The measurement and modeling results shed light on a fully

understanding of mmWave channels in dense urban environments across multiple bands.
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measurement campaigns are conducted at two primary 5G bands of 28 GHz and 39 GHz in a central

business district and a dense residential area. The custom-designed channel sounder supports high-

efficiency directional scanning sounding, which helps to collect sufficient data for statistical channel

modeling. Next, using an improved autoclustering algorithm, multipath clusters and their scattering

sources are identified. Mapping results show that multiple reflections from exterior walls and diffraction

over building corners or rooftops enhance the coverage for non-line-of-sight (NLoS) links and the

influences of these propagation mechanisms are intuitively embodied as changes in the topologies of

deployment environments. Finally, an appropriate measure for cluster-level channel characteristics is

provided including cluster number, Ricean K-factor, root mean squared (RMS) delay spread, RMS

angular spread, and their correlations. Comparisons of these parameters across two mmWave bands are

also given. The measurement and modeling results shed light on a fully understanding of mmWave

channels in dense urban environments across multiple bands.

Index Terms

Millimeter wave communication, propagation, multipath channels

I. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter-Wave (mmWave) communication, which makes use of abundant spectrum com-

pared with the most commercial wireless systems operating below 6 GHz, has emerged as a key

enabling technology to meet multi-gigabit-per-second data rate and millisecond level end-to-end

latency for the fifth-generation (5G) mobile communication systems [2], [3]. Much as mmWave

has been extensively used in IEEE 802.15.3c [4] and IEEE 802.11ad/aj [5], [6] standards to

support local area short-range communication, the implementation of mmWave cellular networks

in outdoor environments is much more challenging, where the aim is to provide feasible uplink

and downlink transmission strategies, simplified network architectures, and cost-effective network

deployments.

With the increase of carrier frequency, a distinguishing feature of outdoor cellular systems is

the decrease of cell radii because of the large propagation attenuation and severe vulnerability
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to blockages. To achieve better outdoor coverage probability and enhance the connectivity,

base station (BS) cooperation in mmWave ultra-dense networks is of great importance [7]. In

addition, heterogeneous network integrating microwave macro BSs and mmWave small cell

BSs is recognized to be a promising technology for 5G mmWave communications [7], [8].

The complicated network architectures indicate that traditional cellular networks with BSs on a

grid are highly idealized and intractable for mmWave systems, which involve challenges with

respect to deployment cost, power consumption, and coverage [9]. Hence, recently, there is

great interest in theoretically and experimentally analyzing coverage and data rate of mmWave

cellular networks from the perspective of realistic channel characteristics [10]–[12]. Another

distinct feature of mmWave cellular communication is directional transmission. The sparse nature

of mmWave propagation environments indicates that cluster-based representation of mmWave

channel is reasonable, where the subpaths in each cluster share similar propagation delay and

angle of arrival and departure [13], [14]. As a consequence, directional beams can be used to

sweep through all possible directions and track effective clusters based on hybrid digital and

analog beamforming [15], [16]. Thanks to the smaller wavelength at mmWave bands, the advent

of large-scale antenna arrays with substantial array gain at transceivers will compensate excessive

path loss for satisfactory coverage, while antenna aperture will not significantly increase [2].

Lately, extensive mmWave channel measurement campaigns have been conducted in various

urban environments, such as university campus at 38, 60, and 73 GHz [17], [18], densely built-up

downtown at 28 GHz and 60 GHz [14], [19], street canyon at 28, 38, and 60 GHz [13], [20]. The

measurements show that an optimistic assessment of outdoor mmWave cellular systems can be

performed with cell radii up to the order of 200 m. Basically, highly directional horn antennas

were leveraged to increase dynamic range of channel sounders and synthesize narrow beams

for omnidirectional channel modeling via antenna steering in azimuth and elevation directions

mechanically. It is worthy to mention that more advanced phased array based channel sounders

have been developed for dynamic directional measurements [21]; however, it is acceptable that we
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still use directional scanning sounding (DSS) method for static channel measurements considering

implementation cost. Meanwhile, there is a dearth of elaborate analysis on space-time channel

characteristics down to the cluster level in existing studies. Only signals from one or two fixed

zenith angles of arrival and departure (ZoA/ZoD) were measured due to the fact that traditional

step-by-step DSS method is time-consuming to collect sufficient channel data. It is also important

to note that some mmWave small-scale channel model parameters are frequency-dependent and

environment-specific [22], [23], whereas only a handful of outdoor measurement activities focus

on these effects with the same measurement configurations [17], [19].

Previous experimental investigations indicate that a large fraction of signal energy concentrate

on the direct path in line-of-sight (LoS) scenarios, and the specular reflection from building

exterior walls plays a role in non-LoS (NLoS) scenarios [13], [14]. These observations are also

in line with the results in [24], where outdoor building materials are excellent reflectors with large

reflection coefficients, but ground reflection is negligible [25]. The analysis of diffraction loss

over rooftop and building corners has been provided in [26]–[28] based on knife-edge diffraction

(KED) model and creeping wave linear model, which are derived as a function of diffraction

angle. However, little is known about the implications of these outdoor mmWave propagation

mechanisms on system design with extending coverage.

In this work, we remedy these gaps based on a comprehensive measurement campaign con-

ducted in two typical urban macrocell (UMa) scenarios across 28 GHz and 39 GHz using our

custom-designed high-efficiency channel sounder [29]. The contributions of this work are as

follows.

1) The details of cellular-type channel measurement campaigns performed in urban central

business district (CBD) and dense residential area (DRA) environments for both LoS and

NLoS links at two identified 5G mmWave bands are presented. Thousands of effective

directional power delay profiles (PDPs) are collected for statistical channel modeling.

2) An improved auto-clustering algorithm is developed, including initial cluster centroid s-
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election, two-step KPowerMeans clustering, outliers detection and pruning, and cluster

validation, which takes account of sparse structure of mmWave channels in delay and

angular domains. Its advantages in such aspects as clustering accuracy and efficiency could

distinguish temporally sparse clusters with lower number of iteration.

3) The cluster-level parameters are estimated, including the Ricean K-factor, number of clus-

ters, delay spread (DS), and azimuth and zenith angular spreads of arrival (ASA/ZSA). We

compare the distributions and statistics of these channel parameters across multiple carrier

frequency and LOS/NLOS links and observe weak correlations among them. The impact

of different propagation mechanisms on the birth of clusters in several NLoS scenarios is

investigated. Modeling results complete present 3GPP channel models above 6 GHz [23].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the channel sounder

hardware and measurement environments. Cluster-based channel characterization of two UMa

scenarios for both LoS and NLoS links are presented in Section III and IV, including cluster-

level channel parameters and their correlations, as well the impacts of reflection and diffraction.

Finally, Section V draws the conclusions.

II. CELLULAR-TYPE CHANNEL MEASUREMENTS

A. Channel Sounder Hardware and Setup

A brief description of the custom-designed mmWave channel sounder using commercial off-

the-shelf (COTS) instruments is given here, and more details can be found in [29]. Fig. 1

depicts the schematic of the channel measurement system. At the transmitter (TX) side, a high-

performance vector signal generator (VSG) is used to continuously transmit a binary periodic

complementary Golay pair of length 4096 stated at the clock rate of 300 MHz. The signals of

radio frequency (RF) null-to-null bandwidth of 600 MHz at center frequencies of 28 GHz and

39 GHz, corresponding to the delay resolution of 3.3 ns, are emitted via a wideband wide-beam

horn antenna fixed on a tripod. Compared with the widely used pseudonoise (PN) sequence, this
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Vector Signal Generator

R&S SMW200A

Wireless 

Channel

TX Antenna RX Antenna

PC

Rotary Table
Tripod

LNAPA

GPS Rb Clock

10 MHz

10 MHz
1PPS 1PPS

LAN

LAN

LAN

Switch

TX Sig RX Sig

DC Power DC Power

Signal Analyzer

R&S FSW50

GPS Rb Clock

Fig. 1. The COTS instruments based mmWave channel measurement setup description in dense urban environments.

Golay pair exhibits perfect complementary auto-correlation properties [30]. At the receiver (RX)

side, a vector signal analyzer (VSA) is utilized for raw data acquisition. The narrow beam horn

antennas are placed on a custom-designed positioner to scan in azimuth and elevation directions

automatically, enabling the capturing of spatial multipath signals. Both the transceiver antennas

are vertically polarized. In addition, power amplifiers (PAs) and low noise amplifiers (LNAs) for

each concerned band are used to extend system’s dynamic range.

Table I reports the measurement settings for the sounder at 28 GHz and 39 GHz. Note that

the specifications for TX and RX antennas, such as half-power beamwidth (HPBW) and antenna

gain, are obtained based on measurement results. The overall measurable path loss of the sounder,

i.e., 154 dB and 159 dB at 28 GHz and 39 GHz, respectively, is high enough to collect sufficient

sounding data with long propagation distance for statistical channel modeling. As for computing

the dynamic range of the sounder (i.e., the RX) [21], the estimated received power is beyond

the RX sensitivity when the input power to the RX RF connector is -71 dBm and -73 dBm at
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TABLE I

SPECIFICATIONS OF BROADBAND MULTI-FREQUENCY CHANNEL SOUNDER

Parameter Value

Carrier frequency 28 GHz 39 GHz

Clock rate of the sequence 300 MHz

RF null-to-null bandwidth 600 MHz

Delay resolution 3.3 ns

TX antenna HPBW 60° 50°

TX antenna gain 11.4 dB 18.7 dB

PA gain 20 dB 18 dB

PA P1dB 30 dBm 28 dBm

RX antenna HPBW 9.5° 9.5°

RX antenna gain 25.6 dB 27.7 dB

LNA gain 33 dB 35 dB

Polarization Vertical-Vertical

28 GHz and 39 GHz, respectively. The field measured 1-dB compression input power for the

two LNAs is respectively -16 dBm and -21 dBm at 28 GHz and 39 GHz, so the dynamic range

of the sounder is 55 dB and 52 dB in these two bands.

Here, two separate GPS Rubidium (Rb) standard references are connected to the VSG and

the VSA, respectively, for frequency synchronization with stable 10 MHz outputs and data

reception with periodical 1 pulse-per-second (1PPS) trigger signals. Thanks to the employment

of Rb standard references, absolute propagation delay can be obtained following the calibration

method developed in [31]. However, only relative propagation delay was considered in this work

due to the measurement limitations in actual outdoor environments. During the measurements,

an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) unit was used at the RX cart with up to 4 hours of battery

power.

The back-to-back calibrations are performed before the measurements via directly connecting
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Δ= 4.1 dB

Fig. 2. Normalized PDPs for the system responses at 28 GHz and 39 GHz obtained via back-to-back measurements with

transmitted power of -65 dBm including the impact of the PA at the transmitter and the LNA at the receiver.

transceiver RF front ends via a fixed attenuator in which the PA at the transmitter and the LNA

at the received are included. Fig. 2 shows the normalized PDP for the thru connection in the

back-to-back tests at 28 GHz and 39 GHz with the transmitted power of -65 dBm. During the

calibration measurements, the sounding sequence is transmitted 10 times for average in the two

considered bands. Thanks to using the COTS instruments, it shows better temporal stability of

calibrations. Notice that the normalized noise floor at 28 GHz is 4.1 dB lower than that at 39 GHz.

The captured system impulse responses ensure a precise PDP estimation after deembedding the

impact of channel sounder and can be utilized to calibrate the insertion loss and the transmission

delay of the COTS-based sounder. Here, the threshold of 8 dB above the noise floor is employed,

resulting in 37.9 dB and 33.3 dB system gains at 28 GHz and 39 GHz, respectively.
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TABLE II

TX-RX LOCATION COMBINATIONS AND THEIR SERVING SECTORS

Envi. Sector (Azi. Angle) Scenario RX Position Valid

CBD

Sector 1 (-20°) LoS 1–18 1–13

Sector 2 (+40°)
LoS

NLoS

12–25

26–46

14–25

26–43

DRA

Sector 1 (-20°)
LoS

NLoS

4–11, 16, 22–24

1–3, 12–15, 17–21

4–11, 16, 22–24

1–3, 12–15, 17–21

Sector 2 (+40°)
LoS

NLoS

22–24

25–36

/

25–35

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. TX and RX locations in (a) CBD and (b) DRA environments, where red dots represent TX locations on the rooftop

of buildings, green dots and blue squares represent RX locations in LoS and NLoS scenarios, respectively.

B. Measurement Environments and Procedures

As shown in Fig. 3, outdoor macrocell channel measurements were conducted at both 28

GHz and 39 GHz in the downtown of Nanjing, China, which provides two typical dense urban

environments. Note that the measurement campaigns were both conducted from 11 PM to

July 9, 2020 DRAFT
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5 AM such that channels were generally wide-sense stationary for very few moving objects

(e.g., pedestrians and vehicles). The first set of UMa measurements were obtained in the CBD

environment as shown in Fig. 3(a), where the surrounding buildings were coated with metal

billboards or LED screens. The CBD-TX was located on the rooftop of the Hanting Hotel (14-

story high, 45 m above ground level). Overall, 46 RX locations (1.9 m height) were chosen,

including 25 locations in LoS scenario served by 2 sectors and 21 locations in NLoS scenario

only served by Sector 21. The TX-RX separation distances were between 56 and 202 m. The

second set of UMa measurements were obtained in the DRA environment as shown in Fig.

3(b). The distinguishing feature of this environment is the concrete walls found on the building

exteriors leading to poor reflections compared with CBD environment. Measurement data was

collected with the DRA-TX located on the rooftop of Sumao Building at a height of 50 m

above ground, while the RX was at 1.9 m and moved to 36 locations with TX-RX link distances

ranging from 55 to 280 m. Among all the 36 RX locations, 13 LoS locations and 23 NLoS

locations were taken into consideration. Note that NLoS links in DRA represent no clear direct

path existing due to the blockage by large tree trunks (e.g., RX 12–15) or buildings (e.g., RX

17–21 and 25–36), whereas in CBD, all NLoS RXs were blocked by the surrounding buildings.

For convenience, Table II provides the TX-RX location combinations and their corresponding

sectors in operation.

The PDP measurements in the two dense urban environments are taken for two specific TX

azimuth angles, -20° and +40°, using a fixed TX antenna downtilt of 105° for sector coverage.

Then, five different RX elevations of -70°, -80°, 90°, +100°, and +110° are used, and the whole

360° azimuthal scans of the RX antennas are conducted in increments of 10°.

1LoS and NLoS locations are classified according to whether TX and RX horn antennas can align perfectly on boresight via

a laser rangefinder.
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III. CLUSTER-BASED CHANNEL CHARACTERIZATION

A. Clustering Multipath Components

Effective multipath components (MPCs) and their characterizations, including power p, delay

τ , azimuth angle of arrival (AoA) φ, and ZoA θ, are the basic input of clustering algorithm,

which can be extracted from directional PDP using peak detection algorithm. If the peak power

is larger than the detection level PD, this peak will be selected as an effective MPC. The PD (in

dB) is defined as

PD = max {Pmax − Pth, No + γ} , (1)

where Pth is the power threshold relative to the maximum received peak power Pmax, No is the

noise floor calculated by the variance of last hundred ns of each channel impulse response (CIR),

and γ is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The maximum received peak power Pmax is computed

as

Pmax = max
1≤i≤180

pmax,i, (2)

where pmax,i denotes the peak power for the ith directional PDP and there are total 180 directional

PDPs (36 in azimuth plane and 5 in elevation plane) at each TX-RX pair. Both Pth and SNR are

empirical values depending on carrier frequency, bandwidth, and environments, and in general,

contain the typical value of 3 dB as safety margin.

Fig. 4 shows a typical measured directional PDP for the NLoS scenario in the CBD environ-

ment, where the effective PDP filtering the contribution of noise floor (red part) is estimated

following the method proposed in [32]. The 30 dB power threshold and 20 dB SNR are employed

to compute PD. It can be observed that two time clusters with different time durations are

identified using the similar representation in [33]. Sequentially a total of 7 effective MPCs (the

black marks shown by the insets), whose received power levels are above -76.42 dBm (the green

dotted line), are detected directly from the measured data points using peak detection algorithm.

These effective MPCs share the same AoA and ZoA identified during the measurements but
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Pmax = -46.42 dBm

Pth = 30 dB

Random noise:

No = -100.87 dBm

SNR = 20 dB

Effective PDP 

Duration: 516.67 ns

Time cluster 1
Duration: 35.27 ns (4 MPCs)
pmax,i = -48.63 dBm

Time cluster 2
Duration: 30.42 ns (3 MPCs)

Fig. 4. An illustration of peak detection algorithm to extract effective MPCs based on the typical measured directional PDP

at 28 GHz for CBD-RX 38 with θ = 340° and φ = 80°, where two time clusters and a total of 7 MPCs are estimated.

have various propagation delay which mainly concentrate in two time clusters with approximate

363.33 ns difference. Note that the larger Pth or the smaller SNR will result in more weak MPCs

to be detected, whereas it has slight impact on clustering results considering outlier detection

and pruning procedures in the further developed multipath clustering algorithm.

The cluster nature of mmWave multipath channels indicates that clustering MPCs into several

groups is a natural choice to investigate the impact of physical objects on mmWave propagation

and exploit low-complexity low-power-consumption transceiver structures with respect to cluster-

level space-time characteristics. The improvements of auto-clustering algorithms require that

mmWave propagation characteristics in different environments be taken into account and to use

a reasonable similarity measure to quantify the distance between any two individual MPCs with

clear physical explanation [34].
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The widely used MPC distance (MCD) provides a distance measure of two MPCs in both

delay and angular domains. Here, the MCD between the ith and the jth (i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L},

i 6= j) MPCs [35] in terms of our single-directional channel measurements is defined as

MCDij =
√

MCD2
Φij

+ MCD2
τij
, (3)

where L is the number of estimated MPCs, the angular MCD of arrival is computed as

MCDΦij
=

1

2
‖Φi −Φj‖2 (4)

with Φ = [sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ]T, the delay MCD is computed as

MCDτij = ξ
|τi − τj|
∆τmax

τstd

∆τmax
(5)

with ξ being the delay scaling factor, ∆τmax is the maximum delay difference over all pairs of

MPCs, and τstd is the standard deviation of delay. However, the delay differences among the

finite detectable clusters in outdoor rich scattering environments are up to hundreds of ns (e.g.,

as shown in Fig. 4, where cluster 2 has approximate 363.33 ns excess delay compared with

cluster 1), leading to an imprecise measure of ∆τmax and τstd when clustering compact MPCs in

time domain.

Hence, an improved auto-clustering algorithm is proposed to cluster MPCs twice, and for each

step, the KPowerMeans clustering technique is used, which takes the MPC power into consider-

ation [36]. The KPowerMeans algorithm assigns each MPC to the closest cluster centroid, and

updates all the cluster centroids until they no longer change compared with the last iteration.

The cluster centroid is defined as a MPC, which has a power-weighted mean of minimum sum

of the distance to other MPCs within a cluster. During the clustering, the first step is mainly

to distinguish all MPCs in delay domain usually using a large default value of ξ = 10, and the

second step is mainly to group the MPCs in angular domain within each subset using the delay

scaling factor ξ computed as [37]

ξ =

√∑Ln

i=1

∑Ln

j=1 MCD2
τij∑Ln

i=1

∑Ln

j=1

(
|τi−τj |
∆τmax

τstd
∆τmax

) , (6)
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where Ln is the number of MPCs in the nth subset satisfying
∑N

n=1 Ln = L. The improved

clustering algorithm first clusters the whole MPC set into several small data sets, while a more

precise measure of delay MCD in (5) is performed for each small data set in the second-step

clustering.

In addition, the KPowerMeans algorithm requires to specific a range for the expected number

of clusters N and select initial cluster centroids as inputs. It is worthy to mention that the

convergence speed of clustering algorithm mostly depends on the initial centroid selection, where

the nearer the initial centroid positions approximates to the final clustering results, the less number

of iteration is likely to be required. We thus consider a dissimilarity matrix S = (sij)L×L with

sij given by

sij =
pi + pj
2Pmax

MCDij . (7)

While a pair of MPCs has as large path power and MCD as possible, corresponding to the

increment of sij , these two MPCs can be selected as initial cluster centroids. After clustering

L MPCs into final K clusters, where K is usually larger than N due to the second clustering,

it is necessary to detect and prune outliers. Here, two kinds of outliers are defined. First, for

the cluster with few weak MPCs, we suppose that these MPCs do not belong to any cluster

and should be removed directly. Second, some MPCs may stand out from a cluster due to

unpredictable channel changing, so an eccentricity ∆i is used to measure how outliers stand out

from the cluster centroid, expressed as

∆i =
MCDi,gk

1
Lk

∑Lk

j=1 MCDj,gk

, (8)

where gk is the index of cluster centroid in the kth cluster with total Lk MPCs. If ∆i is larger

than the threshold ∆th, the ith MPC is considered as an outlier and pruned away. The unitless

value of ∆th is determined by the rule that 99.7% of the values ∆i are within three times of

standard deviations. To find the optimal number of cluster K, several cluster validation methods
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Fig. 5. Synthesized PDAP calculated from total 180 CIRs with different (φ, θ) at 28 GHz, and the multipath clustering results

based on estimated MPCs. (a), (b), and (c) for the RX 38 in CBD. (d), (e), and (f) for the RX 29 in DRA

can be used, rather than visual inspection based on unpruned clusters [38]. We thus apply the

Silhouette index to determine final clustering results with the maximum validation factor [39].

Fig. 5 depicts an example of synthesized power delay angular profile (PDAP) calculated based

on 180 measured CIRs for CBD-RX 38 at 28 GHz when RX antenna is rotated in azimuth and

elevation, as well as the MPC estimation and clustering results. It can be observed from Fig.

5(a) that received signal energy mainly concentrates on a limited number of space-time blocks,

corresponding to different propagation paths and mechanisms. Fig. 5(b) depicts the 360 estimated

MPCs using peak detection method with the power threshold of -76.4 dBm as illustrated in Fig.

4. Following the proposed clustering algorithm, seven clusters are extracted as shown in Fig. 5(c),

where the spots with the same color represent the subpaths in a cluster. The visual inspection

shows that the result is reasonable and acceptable since the clusters are separated in delay

and angular domain, and intra-cluster rays are compact to each cluster centroid after pruning

outliers. In combination with the layout-related analysis, cluster C1 correspond to the single-

reflection from the metal billboard on the right side of RX 38. Clusters C2 and C3 correspond

to the double-reflection from the nearby and far LED screens on the left side, respectively,
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which exhibit approximately 180° AoA differences in comparison with cluster C1. Cluster C4

corresponds to the double-reflection (first by the LED screen and then by the external wall of the

front building) which experiences longer propagation distance compared with the single-bounce

cluster C1 but has larger path power. To the best of our understanding, this is because the AoAs

of these two clusters are totally different corresponding to different scatterers in the realistic

environments and the MPCs in cluster C4 are generally from the orientation of the main lobe

of TX antenna pattern while from the side lobe for cluster C1. Clusters C5 and C6 are assumed

to be high-order reflection of cluster C4. Apart from these dominant clusters, weak cluster with

large time delay (e.g., cluster C7) is detected, corresponding to more complicated propagation

paths. Meanwhile, note that it is more accurate to distinguish different clusters, as well as their

birth-death properties, if narrow beam horn antennas with high gain are employed at the TX

side.

Another measurement and clustering results in DRA-NLoS scenario are also depicted in Fig.

5, following the same measurement configurations and analysis methods as above, where a total

of 565 MPCs and eight clusters are estimated with -69.23 dBm detection level. To study the

mmWave propagation in more detail, clusters corresponding to the surrounding scatterers are

identified. Clusters C1, C2, C4, and C6 correspond to reflection from the exterior wall of a

five-story building at the back of RX 29, and cluster C3 corresponds to the diffraction over

the rooftop of a six-story building in front of RX 29. Cluster C5 corresponds to the two-time

reflected cluster from the front building. Cluster C7 is assumed to be a reflection of cluster

C8 through the wall of the building behind RX 29. They have long delays with about 150 m

extra propagation distance compared with most of the clusters. Based on the above illustration,

reflection from the building exterior walls and diffraction over the building rooftop levels play a

role in coverage enhancement of mmWave systems in UMa NLoS scenarios. Moreover, totally

different space-time propagation characteristics can be observed, where the sparse nature of

mmWave propagation is visible in CBD environment with several well-separated clusters, but
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Fig. 6. Illustration of propagation mechanisms in (a) the CBD-like and (b) the DRA-like NLoS scenarios, where blue lines

represent LoS paths, green lines represent diffraction paths, yellow lines represent reflection paths, and red dots represent

diffraction points.

the clusters in DRA environment are visually close to each other with probably larger intra-cluster

angular spread.

B. Reflection and Diffraction

As illustrated in Fig. 5, the cluster-level analysis of mmWave propagation characteristics for

NLoS links in two dense urban environments show that multiple reflections and diffraction play

a role in coverage enhancement of mmWave cellular networks. Existing site-specific channel

measurements reveal that reflections become rich at mmWave band due to much shorter wave-

length compared with the sizes of surrounding objects [40], [41], whereas there is a dearth of

outdoor field measurements to exploit their impacts on channel characterization. On the other

hand, two identical horn antennas with narrow HPBW are used for diffraction measurements

and always aimed at the diffraction points [26], [27], [42], rather than taking the impact of

antenna radiation pattern into account in realistic cellular-type channel modeling. Hence, to

exploit optimal transmission scheme for outdoor mmWave cellular system design, the impacts

of reflection and diffraction on mmWave space-time propagation characteristics are investigated
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in two typical NLoS cases (see Fig. 6). A diagram of the simplified NLoS case in CBD-like

environments is shown in Fig. 6(a), where TX antenna located on the rooftop with height as h1,

and h2 denotes the height of surrounding building which is close to h1. Considering a downlink

mmWave cellular network, mobile users in shadow region can simultaneously receive diffraction

signals over the building corners and reflection signals from lit region when using wide-beam

antennas at the TX side. Fig. 6(b) depicts a diagram of the other NLoS case in DRA-like

environments, where the height of blockage h2 is much lower than TX antenna height h1. In

general, RX in the shadow region can only receive diffracted signals over the rooftop, and for

special case, signals reflected from lit region can also be received to maintain a reliable link

when RX is in deep-shadow regions with large diffraction angle. The geometry-based analysis

of dominant propagation mechanism reveals that most signals in azimuth plane are blocked by

building corner and signals in elevation plane are blocked by building rooftop, leading to huge

differences in cluster-level spatial propagation characteristics.

Fig. 7(a) and (b) depict the distribution of received signals in AoA domain varying with

RX positions across 28 GHz and 39 GHz in CBD-NLoS scenario, where the number of most

effective paths for each TX-RX pair is 30. Combining with the clustering results in power-delay-

angle domain (e.g., the original received data and clustering result shown in Fig. 5), MPCs with

highest power are concentrated within the angular range of [−60◦, 0◦], corresponding to the

second-reflection (first by the LED screen on the bottom and then by the external wall of the

front building). Meanwhile, remarkable AoA gaps between different reflected clusters indicate

that reflection is closely related to the topologies of deployment environments and serves as the

dominant propagation mechanism to extend mmWave cell coverage in CBD-like NLoS scenario.

Fig. 7(c) and (d) show the measurement results at 28 GHz and 39 GHz in the DRA environment,

where the standard deviation of the AoA of the strongest paths over 11 NLoS-RXs is significantly

larger than that in the CBD environment. Moreover, it also shows distinct differences between

28 GHz and 39 GHz channels for DRA-RX 27-30, which are blocked by a six-story apartment.
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Fig. 7. The distributions of 30 most effective MPCs for each TX-RX pair with respect to AoA in NLoS scenarios, where red

squares represent the MPCs having maximum received power among 30 MPCs and the size of blue dots represent path power.

(a) CBD, 28 GHz. (b) CBD, 39 GHz. (c) DRA, 28 GHz. (d) DRA, 39 GHz.

This is due to the fact that the rate of reflection and diffraction is fluctuant, where the diffraction

over rooftop level is dominant at 28 GHz, and the reflection from exterior wall is prominent at 39

GHz. This trend is in line with the published diffraction measurement results [27], [42], showing

that diffraction loss is proportional to carrier frequency, and higher frequencies will cause larger

loss at the same diffraction angle. For DRA-RX 25 and 32-35, only clusters formed by specular

reflection can be extracted, indicating that extremely large fades need to be overcome in deep

shadow regions. The observations from Fig. 7 indicate that cluster-level RMS ASA for CBD-

NLoS link may smaller than that for DRA-NLoS link since most signals in azimuth plane are

blocked by building corners and split into several narrow beamspace to exploit rich reflections

from external walls of surrounding buildings.
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TABLE III

STATISTICS OF CLUSTER-LEVEL CHANNEL PARAMETERS FOR UMA SCENARIOS AT 28 GHZ AND 39 GHZ BANDS

Environment UMa, CBD UMa, DRA UMa [23]

Frequency 28 GHz 39 GHz 28 GHz 39 GHz 28 GHz 39 GHz

Scenario LoS NLoS LoS NLoS LoS NLoS LoS NLoS LoS NLoS LoS NLoS

Ricean K-factor

[dB]

µ 7.34 NA 6.27 NA 7.71 NA 6.37 NA 9.00 NA 9.00 NA

σ 2.68 NA 2.28 NA 1.07 NA 2.02 NA 3.50 NA 3.50 NA

Number of Clusters
µ 7.28 5.92 7.13 5.78 6.08 6.30 5.42 5.42 12.00 20.00 12.00 20.00

σ 2.46 1.89 3.03 2.16 1.98 3.36 2.68 2.26 NA NA NA NA

Cluster DS

[ns]

µ 72.13 37.37 62.81 28.30 27.00 30.56 21.09 23.09 42.63 42.63 13.78 13.78

σ 41.16 31.10 46.26 29.95 23.59 27.97 24.99 23.03 NA NA NA NA

Cluster ASA

[◦]

µ 14.48 10.12 12.66 8.16 13.95 14.24 11.17 13.93 11.00 15.00 11.00 15.00

σ 10.40 6.82 11.21 6.59 9.15 11.79 10.23 12.51 NA NA NA NA

Cluster ZSA

[◦]

µ 7.29 6.56 7.03 8.05 9.98 7.50 7.90 7.09 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00

σ 3.14 2.22 2.96 2.63 3.90 3.18 4.11 2.83 NA NA NA NA

IV. MODELING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the clustered MPCs for the tens of TX-RX combinations in all scenarios, intercluster

and intracluster properties of 28 GHz and 39 GHz propagation channels are analyzed separately.

A. Composite and Intercluster Channel Characteristics

Table III reports the statistics of intercluster channel parameters including Ricean K-factor and

number of clusters C, while composite delay and angular dispersions have been reported in [1].

It can be observed that the mean of C reduces with the increment of carrier frequency due to

less detectable clusters at higher frequency bands. In CBD environment, the C for NLoS link is

significantly smaller than that for LoS link, while there is a slight difference in DRA environment.

Moreover, rich scatterers exist in CBD-LoS scenario, resulting in larger C compared with that in

DRA-LoS scenario. Unlike the measurement results in this paper, the mean of C was 4.58 for 28
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GHz urban NLoS channel reported in [14], where the DSS method was also used to synthesize

omnidirectional channel. The observations in the three dense urban environments indicate that

the statistics of C closely related to concerned propagation scenarios and environments. It is

also worth noting that the typical numbers of clusters in this work are significantly smaller than

the default values for UMa scenario in 3GPP mmWave channel models [23] and WINNER II

sub-6 GHz channel model (e.g., 8 and 20 for LOS and NLOS links, respectively). Hence, the

channel sparsity in the beamspace domain at mmWave bands should be rather obvious compared

with traditional microwave band. With the utilization of large antenna arrays, finite independent

clusters indicate that the low rank property of mmWave multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

channels should be taken into account.

In the case of the LoS condition, the Ricean K-factor is considered as a large-scale channel

parameter to scale the power ratio of the dominant MPC (typically the LoS component) and the

remaining MPCs [23], [43]. The K-factor is expressed as

K =
V 2

D

2σ2
, (9)

where VD is the amplitude of the main CIR peak (i.e., the LoS component) and σ2 is the variance

of amplitude representing the intensity of the fluctuating part (i.e., the multipath signals). When

the K-factor tends to 0, the channel is dominated by NLoS paths reflected or diffracted from

independent physical objects and the channel matrix probably has a large number of singular

values. When it tends to∞, the LoS component is dominant for the radio channel with low-rank

property. The measured K-factor in CBD and DRA environments are modeled using lognormal

distribution, and the goodness of the fit is evaluated by Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test at 5%

significance level. Their statistics are presented in Table III. It can be seen that the CBD-LoS link

has smaller K-factor due to existing rich NLoS MPCs, in comparison with DRA-LoS link at 28

GHz and 39 GHz. The result is consistent with the observations of composite delay and angular

spreads reported in [1], where larger K-factor likely leads to less detectable MPCs apart from
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Fig. 8. Cross-correlation coefficients of Ricean K-factor, composite delay and angular spreads in LoS scenarios. (a) CBD at

28 GHz band. (b) CBD at 39 GHz band. (c) DRA at 28 GHz band. (d) DRA at 39 GHz band.

LoS path, corresponding to smaller composite DS and ASA. Fig. 8 depicts the cross-correlation

coefficients of the Ricean K-factor, composite DS, ASA, and ZSA, where correlation coefficients

between the Ricean K-factor and RMS dispersion of parameters are generally smaller than zero

at 28 GHz for negative correlation, and are within [−0.2, 0.2] at 39 GHz for less correlation.

In addition, positive correlations among composite DS, ASA, and ZSA can be obtained to

predict temporal and angular channel characteristics and improve the reliability of mmWave

communication systems.

B. Intracluster Delay and Angular Spreads

The cluster-level RMS DS is calculated following the similar definition in [44]. Table III

identifies the statistics of cluster-based DS (including mean value µ and standard deviation σ)

across different scenarios and frequencies. For LoS scenarios, the average intracluster DS at 28

GHz and 39 GHz in CBD are 72.12 ns and 62.81 ns, respectively, and in DRA are 27.00 ns

and 21.09 ns, respectively. This trend regard to carrier frequency, as expected, depends on the

difference in space-time propagation characteristics. Moreover, the mean values of cluster DS

in DRA are significantly smaller than those in CBD under identical measurement setup. We

speculate that this is because multiple reflections exit in CBD-like rich scattering environment.

Note that CBD-LoS scenario has a relatively larger value of σ at both 28 GHz and 39 GHz,

compared with DRA-LoS scenario. This phenomenon is due to the fact that propagation along
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continuous routes with only one sector in operation (e.g., DRA-LoS RXs served by Sector 1)

manifests smaller σ, whereas for CBD-LoS scenario, RXs can be divided into two types (e.g.,

RX 1–8 along street canyon and RX 9–25 along open square) serving by different sectors.

Fig. 9 depicts the empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of intracluster DS in the

CBD and DRA environments. It can be observed that cluster DS for NLoS links is obviously

smaller than that for LoS link in CBD environment, while an opposite result can be observed in

DRA environment. A simple explanation for this observation is that more diffused distribution

of reflectors can be seen around the RXs in CBD-LoS scenario, leading to significant cluster

DS compared with the results in other scenarios. Combining with the analysis for NLoS links

in Section III-B, it can be observed that diffraction frequently occurs with smaller propagation

delay because it will not significantly increase propagation distance compared with single- and

multi-reflections. Moreover, reflection becomes dominant with increasing carrier frequency in

DRA-NLoS scenario, corresponding to not that obvious DS differences across two bands in

CBD-NLoS scenario. Table III compares the statistics of cluster-level DS obtained from our

measurements and 3GPP model [23]. Intuitively, identical cluster DS across LoS and NLoS

links are shown in 3GPP model and they are generally smaller than the results derived from

this work. Similar behavior can be also observed in comparison with the field measurement

result reported in [14], therein mean of cluster DS is 12.86 ns for NLoS link in street canyon

at 28 GHz. These differences indicate that it is of great importance to consider the effect of

propagation environments in the deployment of outdoor mmWave cellular networks.

The parameters associated with the intra-cluster RMS ASA and ZSA across 28 GHz and

39 GHz for all scenarios are also provided in Table III. Fig. 10 shows the CDFs of field

measured intra-cluster ASA in CBD and DRA environments. The main conclusions drawn from

the observations of the statistics of cluster ASA are the following: 1) cluster-level ASAs are

significantly smaller than composite channel parameters, which characterize channel properties

of directional transmission in angular domain; 2) an increase in carrier frequency in general
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Fig. 9. Empirical CDF of cluster DS for LoS and NLoS scenarios across 28 GHz and 39 GHz in (a) CBD and (b) DRA

environments.
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Fig. 10. Empirical CDF of cluster ASA for LoS and NLoS scenarios across 28 GHz and 39 GHz in (a) CBD and (b) DRA

environments.

reduces the RMS cluster ASA for all scenarios, while slight difference can be observed between

28 GHz and 39 GHz; 3) a similar behavior across LoS and NLoS links is seen between two

concerned UMa environments, and this trend is consistent with the results of cluster DS as

described before. Also, the means of cluster ZSA are observed to be frequency-independent for all

measured scenarios, and the maximum 2.1° difference between composite and cluster-level RMS
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Fig. 11. Cross-correlation coefficients of cluster-level delay and angular spread in (a) CBD and (b) DRA environments.

ZSA indicates that mmWave propagation in dense urban environments is more concentrated in

elevation dimension within the vertical rotation range of [−20◦, 20◦] in our measurements. Hence,

low-complexity transmission scheme using two-dimensional (2D) beamforming is feasible in

mmWave UMa downlink channels when TX antennas downtilt can be adjusted mechanically

and RXs are within the same height.

C. Correlations of Cluster-Based Channel Parameters

Fig. 11 depicts the cross-correlation coefficients of cluster-level delay and angular spread across

28 GHz and 39 GHz for both LoS and NLoS links using the same colorbar for convenience. The

cross-correlation coefficients among intracluster DS, ASA, and ZSA are generally within [0, 0.2]

in LoS scenarios. Intuitively, this means that temporal and spatial propagation characteristics are

less correlated or uncorrelated, with respect to the beamspace representation of outdoor mmWave

channels with the presence of LoS path. A similar behavior can also be observed for DRA-NLoS

link, whereas the cross-correlation coefficients in CBD-NLoS are much larger. This phenomenon

is consistent with the trend of intracluster parameters across LoS and NLoS links in CBD and
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DRA environments, due to the fact that well-separated clusters (e.g., as shown in Fig. 5 for

CBD-NLoS link) probably share similar intracluster distributions, in comparison to overlapped

clusters (e.g., as shown in Fig. 5 for DRA-NLoS link). Hence, the channel vectors are probably

not independent and identically distributed in some specific scenarios at mmWave bands, which

requires further understanding the impact of actual physical scattering sources, corresponding to

different propagation mechanisms, on the space-time variations of the properties of the clusters.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on the extensive radio channel measurement campaigns conducted in CBD and DRA

environments across 28 GHz and 39 GHz, the cluster-based characterization of outdoor mmWave

channels in the UMa scenario has been developed. Thanks to the use of a high-efficiency channel

sounder, thousands of directional PDPs with high resolution in delay and angular domains

have been collected to identify effective MPCs and clusters using the improved KPowerMeans

algorithm.

The mapping results between detected clusters and physical objects indicate that reflection

and diffraction are dominant for coverage enhancement and their impacts on channel character-

istics mainly depend on the environmental layout. From clustering results, a finite number of

strong clusters (e.g., 5–7) would be enough to describe mmWave multipath channels for UMa

LoS/NLoS links. Measured composite and intracluster parameters, such as RMS DS and ASA,

are all monotonic with frequency, whereas ZSAs are observed to be frequency-independent. A

comparison of channel characteristics across LoS and NLoS scenarios shows that in the CBD

environment, the statistics of temporal and azimuthal dispersion in the LoS condition are much

larger than those in the NLoS condition, while an opposite behavior can be observed in the DRA

environment. The cluster-level channel characteristics obtained in this study are more realistic

to describe mmWave channels in dense urban environments.
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